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YOUNG GUN OF WINE - SPOTLIGHT ON MCLAREN VALE GRENACHE TASTING - SEPT 19 

In our panel tastings to date, this is the first wine to be chosen by two tasters as their top wine, with both Lopes 
and Poy nominating it as their first pick. It also received cross support, with Andrew selecting it in her top six. 
“There was just something so satisfying and pleasurable about this wine. It had a hint of VA on the nose. Also, 
on the nose, the fruit had a slight dried quality to it without feeling tired at all. But on the palate, the fruit was 
fresh and vibrant, lush and ample, long and complex,” said Lopes. “Pretty florals on the nose; musk and rosehip 
lead into a warming core – a grenache trademark. Savoury tones on the palate of red earth and red bricks 
temper the florals. Tannins are quite sleek. This is a charming style,” reflected Poy. Andrew commented on 
the “stewed fruit with Christmas spice including nutmeg and cinnamon,” noting the “drive poise and length,” 
calling it a “delightful varietal definition in a savoury context.” 
 
THE REAL REVIEW  -  HUON HOOKE  -  22.04.19  -  91 POINTS

“Medium to light red with a tint of purple: a rather pale colour in fact. The bouquet is smoky, raspberry, red 
cherry and spicy, and quite charming. It has good grenache fruit character. The wine is medium-bodied and 
intense, fills the mouth and has flesh and richness. The mid-palate is fruit-sweet and lush, and the tannins ride 
in and firm up the finish. A lush, tasty wine, which would be very good with food.” 
 
 WINE ENTHUSIAST MAGAZINE  -  AUGUST 2019 EDITION - 92 POINTS

“This premium Grenache comes from the estate’s oldest, organically farmed vines and utilizes whole bunches 
during fermentation. Rose petal in colour, it’s a fragrant combo of strawberry, cherry, white pepper, fresh 
aniseed and dried flowers. With time in the glass, the more extroverted fruit notes take a back seat to those 
floral and peppery nuances. It’s satiny in texture, with bright, crunchy red fruit and focused, savoury tannins” 
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